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Valuation and decision-making i
n frontal cortex: one or many
serial or parallel systems?
Matthew FS Rushworth1,2, Nils Kolling1, Jérôme Sallet1 and
Rogier B Mars1,2
We evaluate the merits of different conceptualizations of frontal

cortex function in value-guided decision-making. According to

one view each frontal cortical region is concerned with a

different aspect of the process of learning about and evaluating

choices and then selecting actions. An alternative view,

however, sees sets of decision-making circuits working in

parallel within the frontal lobes in order to make different types

of decisions. While there is a neural circuit for making choices

between pairs of simultaneously presented items in the manner

that is frequently assessed in the laboratory, there is also

evidence that other frontal lobe circuits have evolved to make

other types of choices such as those made during the course of

foraging.
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Value assignment and prefrontal cortex
An emerging and influential account of frontal brain

mechanisms of decision-making holds that what we

and other animals do when we make a choice is to decide

between two different goods on the basis of their inde-

pendently computed reward values [1]. The lateral orbi-

tofrontal cortex (lOFC) plays a central role in learning the

values associated with different goods. LOFC lesions

disrupt the assignment of precise values to stimuli

[2��]. The representations of values in this area are

appropriate for guiding choices because they exhibit a

phenomenon called range adaptation that means that the

same neurons can inform decisions made between stimuli

associated with two small rewards of only slightly differ-

ing sizes and, on a different occasion, between stimuli

linked to very large rewards [3��,4,5��].
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Despite being adjacent and interconnected with one

another lOFC and ventromedial prefrontal cortex/

medial orbitofrontal cortex (vmPFC/mOFC) are distinct

brain regions with disparate connections to other brain

areas and they have different roles in learning and

decision-making [6]. Although a prominent view [7]

remains that lOFC and vmPFC/mOFC are, respectively,

more concerned with negative and positive outcomes

the balance of evidence now argues against this view.

There is no spatial separation within OFC between

areas encoding reward and punishment [8,9] and

lesions of lOFC and vmPFC/mOFC do not have con-

trasting effects on sensitivity to punishment and reward

[10,11]. Instead both lesion and neuroimaging studies

suggest that lOFC is concerned with updating value

representations on the basis of both negative and

positive outcomes [2��,12��,13] (Figure 1a). Moreover,

lOFC is concerned with linking stimuli not just with

representations of the scalar value of a reward but also

with representations of the nature, identity or type of

reward that might be expected to follow choices

[2��,12��,13] (Figure 2a–c).

A possible serial circuit in frontal cortex for
making a value-guided choice
In contrast to lOFC, vmPFC/mOFC appears more inti-

mately concerned with the use of reward representations

to guide behaviour (Figure 1b). Little is known about

neurons in vmPFC/mOFC but it is clear that while they

represent rewards they differ from lOFC neurons because

they encode little about the stimuli that are associated

with the rewards [14]. Several human neuroimaging stu-

dies have reported vmPFC/mOFC blood oxygen level

dependent (BOLD) signals that are proportional to

reward expectations at the time of decision-making

[9,12��,15–19] (Figure 2b).

It has been argued that these value representations are

then the input to a distinct comparison process that takes

place elsewhere in the brain — in dorsal anterior cingu-

late cortex (ACC) or adjacent dorsomedial prefrontal

cortex (dmPFC) [20–22] (Figure 1b). According to this

view an analogy is drawn between a vmPFC/mOFC–
ACC/dmPFC circuit in which values are first represented

and then compared and the circuit comprised of the visual

motion area V5/MT and lateral intraparietal area (LIP)

[23]. In the V5/MT-LIP circuit visual motion is first

represented and then signals are compared in order to

make an oculomotor decision.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Values and reward type information are assigned to different options in lOFC (a). There are then different possible ways in which valuation and decision-

making mechanisms might proceed in frontal cortex. They might proceed in series with reward expectations represented in vmPFC/mOFC and the actual

process of value comparison occurring in ACC (b). Alternatively there may be distinct mechanisms for, first, making decisions about the rewards that

should be the focus of behaviour and attention and, second, for making decisions about the actions that should be made to obtain those rewards (c).

According to an alternative scheme there are parallel systems for foraging and decision-making (d). According to this last view the ACC, which exists albeit

in different forms in all mammals, might guide foraging, a key behaviour for all mammals, while vmPFC, a primate specialization [49] might be especially

important when decisions are made between simultaneously available options. Other authors have emphasized other differences between these regions,

for example, emphasizing that ACC may have a greater role in reward-guided learning because of the prominence of prediction errors in this brain region

[5��], the presence of reward outcome-related activity reflecting different mnemonic time constants [50��], and surprise [51,52].

www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2012, 22:946–955
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Figure 2
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Distinct roles for lOFC, vmPFC/mOFC and ACC in, respectively, learning and updating representations of specific types of reward associated with stimuli,

representations of reward value regardless of type, and linking rewards to action selection. (a) Schematic representation of the consistent reward mapping

task. Subjects learn which action, action 1 or action 2, to make in response to seeing a stimulus, stimulus 1 or stimulus 2 in order to receive a reward. A correct

response of action 1 to stimulus 1 is always reinforced with reward outcome 1. A correct response of action 2 to stimulus 2 is always reinforced with reward

outcome 2. This means that subjects can select responses via S–R associations (red lines) or via associations between specific stimuli and specific reward

outcomes and between specific reward outcome representations and responses (S–O and R–O associations, green lines). (b) Schematic representation of

the inconsistent reward mapping task. As in the consistent reward mapping task subjects learn which action, action 1 or action 2, to make in response to

seeing a stimulus, stimulus 1 or stimulus 2 in order to receive a reward. A correct response of action 1 to stimulus 1 is always reinforced but it may be

reinforced with reward outcome 1 or 2. A correct response of action 2 to stimulus 2 is always reinforced with but again it may be reinforced with reward

outcome 1 or 2. This means that, unlike in the consistent reward mapping task, subjects can only select responses via S–R associations (red) because

specific S–O or R–O associations cannot be learned. (ci) lOFC (red) activity reflected not just error-feedback but any feedback, such as the first occurrence of

positive feedback for a particular choice, that allowed updating of the association between a stimulus and reward. Because feedback activity also differed

between Consistent and Inconsistent groups it seemed that lOFC was learning expectations about particular types of reward rather than just reward per se.

By contrast vmPFC/mOFC activity simply reflects reward value; its activity is greater when positive outcomes are received regardless of how informative they

are for learning about reward associations (ci) and reward expectations (cii). By contrast ACC activity varied between the two groups (greater in Consistent

mapping group) as a function of how likely they were to select the correct response (di). The ACC activity probably reflects the strength of reward-guided

action selection mechanisms because the groups differ in how much they can use reward to guide response selection (it is possible in the Consistent group

but not the Inconsistent group). Similar effects are not found in vmPFC/mOFC and lOFC (dii).

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2012, 22:946–955 www.sciencedirect.com
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One reason that value comparison has been thought to

occur in ACC/dmPFC is that it has a prominent inverse
value difference signal [20–22]. The ACC/dmPFC BOLD

signal increases when the difference between the values

of potential choices decreases. In several cases researchers

have argued that formal models of value comparison in

decision-making based on drift diffusion processes pre-

cisely predict the size of inverse value signals seen in

ACC/dmPFC [20–22]. More simply the intuition is that if

the options’ values are close together then the comparison

process will be more difficult and time consuming.

According to this account it is the output of the ACC/

dmPFC comparator that determines the pattern of

activity seen in the motor system [22] and the response

ultimately made. The response is seen as being at the end

of a serial chain of processes in frontal cortex.

Different decisions in frontal cortex: decisions
about rewards and about actions
An alternative interpretation is that vmPFC/mOFC is an

important determinant of value-guided decisions

(Figure 1c). Not only does vmPFC/mOFC activity level

reflect the value of the goal that is currently being

pursued [6,15] but it also represents the values of both

options that are being considered during the course of a

decision [24,25��,26]. There is a positive relationship

between vmPFC/mOFC BOLD and the value of the

choice taken, and a negative relationship with the value of

the choice rejected [24]. The vmPFC/mOFC value differ-
ence signal is the opposite of the ACC/dmPFC inverse

value signal; it increases with difference in value between

choices. One interpretation of this signal is that it reflects

the choice between two potential reward goals being

made and the antagonistic interactions between two

mutually inhibitory representations of the possible

reward goals. Ultimately just a single representation

comes to dominate vmPFC/mOFC as a choice is made.

This is a challenge to some serial models of decision-

making because it suggests that decisions are already

being made by the time that information reaches

vmPFC/mOFC.

Although a value difference signal is apparent in vmPFC/

mOFC in several studies [20–22,25��] its interpretation is

contested. An alternative view is that it reflects which

options are attended rather than selected [22,25��,27].

Part of the reason a vmPFC/mOFC value signal is diffi-

cult to interpret is because it has not been clear what sort

of value signal a decision-making mechanism, as opposed

to some other mechanism, ought to generate. Hunt et al.
[28��] therefore adapted a biophysical model of decision-

making in the oculomotor system [29] to value-guided

decision-making. Central to the model is the notion of

pools of neurons representing each choice becoming more

active as the evidence favouring the choice they encode

increases. There are competitive, inhibitory interactions

between the two pools of neurons so that ultimately only
www.sciencedirect.com
one remains active. VmPFC/mOFC possessed signals

with the same dynamics as the mean field output of

the biophysical model.

Further support for a decision-making account of

vmPFC/mOFC comes from vmPFC/mOFC lesions,

which, unlike lOFC lesions, do not disrupt the updating

of value assignments, but they do disrupt value-guided

choice especially when the values of potential choices are

close [10]. When choices are made between multiple

stimuli then the way in which the values of any two

are compared becomes less accurate if a third option is

also high in value [10]. Value assignments may be main-

tained separately from value comparison mechanisms so

that the inhibitory interactions that occur during com-

parison do not impact on value assignments in other

contexts (see also [30��]).

Accounts of vmPFC/mOFC that emphasize decision-

making [10,24] or attention [25��] can be reconciled to

some degree by realizing that if vmPFC/mOFC does

make decisions then it does not do so in the sense of

choosing an action but instead it decides the reward goal

that will be the focus of behaviour, especially when there

are multiple competing alternatives and attention must

be directed while critical comparisons are made. Such a

view explains why vmPFC/mOFC lesions lead to value

comparison impairments that are augmented by the pre-

sence of additional distracting options [10].

Once the reward goal is selected then ACC is important

for guiding a second type of decision — a decision about

which response should be made in order to obtain the

reward that is the focus of behaviour [12��] (Figures 1c

and 2d). The properties and timing of neuronal activity in

ACC are broadly consistent with this proposal [31��].

The doubly dissociable effects of lesions provide a further

reason for thinking that the decisions made by vmPFC/

mOFC and ACC are distinct and independent. Lesions in

lOFC or vmPFC/mOFC in monkeys [32] and humans

[33] disrupt stimulus-reward but not action-reward associ-

ation. By contrast ACC lesions in both species have the

opposite effect. Such double dissociations are more con-

sistent with a second view of decision-making mechan-

isms in which more than one frontal cortical system is

making decisions albeit of different types (Figure 1c).

Parallel decision-making mechanisms
Perhaps the most intriguing question is whether there is a

single valuation system or many valuation systems

(Figure 1d). For example, a distinction has been drawn

between habitual and goal-based decision-making

[34��,35] and there is evidence for differences between

social and non-social decision-making [36]. There may,

however, be other types of fundamental distinctions to be

drawn between types of value-guided choice.
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2012, 22:946–955
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Figure 3
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It is clear that we and other primates can make the

binary comparative decisions that are at the heart of

most of the behavioural paradigms we investigate.

Nevertheless it is not so obvious that these are the

choices that we have always evolved to make. Instead

we and many other animals have evolved to forage.

Crucially during foraging animals rarely encounter two

choice options simultaneously [37��]. Instead the critical

choice to make during foraging is whether to engage

with an option when it is encountered or whether better

prospects are likely elsewhere in the environment. Such

choices require weighing up the value of the option

encountered (encounter value), the richness of the

environment (search value), and the cost of searching

elsewhere (search cost) which is often energetically

demanding. We compared foraging-style choices, in

which human subjects chose whether to engage with

an option (with a known encounter value) or search for

potentially better alternatives (search value), at the risk of

also paying a search cost, with interleaved trials in which

choices were made in the context of binary decisions

[38]. VmPFC/mOFC and ACC were, respectively, more

active during the two types of choices — decisions and

forages (Figure 3). Individual differences in ACC and

vmPFC/mOFC signal strength, respectively, also corre-

lated with individual differences in foraging and

decision behaviour. Moreover, ACC activity reflected

search values, encounter values and search costs during

forages but search value and search cost signals were

absent from vmPFC/mOFC.

Perhaps most strikingly the ACC signal was revealed not
to be an inverse value signal as had previously been

thought (Figure 1b and section: A possible serial circuit
in frontal cortex for making a value-guided choice); ACC

BOLD was not always positively correlated with the value

of the unchosen option and negatively correlated with the

value of the chosen option. Instead, during forages, ACC

BOLD correlated positively with search value and nega-

tively with the encounter value regardless of which choice

subjects made (Figure 3d). This has two implications.

First, if ACC does not carry an inverse value signal then it

argues against it having a simple and ubiquitous role in

value comparison (Figure 1b). Second it suggests instead

that ACC signals promote a particular behaviour: search-

ing or exploring the environment for better alternatives to

the course of action currently being pursued (Figure 1d).
( Figure 3 Legend ) While vmPFC/mOFC is more active during decision-maki

decision-making (c) [38]. During foraging, when subjects choose between e

BOLD is positively correlated with the search value and negatively correlated

with the option encountered (di) or to search for potential alternatives (dii). T

contrast vmPFC/mOFC BOLD is positively correlated with the encounter va

costs regardless of the choice ultimately made (b). The activity of neurons in

increases with each outcome that is received for foraging in a given patch in

response with time in the patch co-varied with the speed of departure from th

to be paid; here rate of gain is indicated by a regression slope (beta weight)

that it decreases with the search cost that will have to be paid in order to t

www.sciencedirect.com
Although ACC activity was always positively correlated

with the value of searching, regardless of the choice

taken, the search signal increased more rapidly when

subjects chose to search [38] (Figure 3d). Similarly single

neurons in ACC that respond to reward receipt do so with

higher firing rates as monkeys move towards leaving a

known patch to search for a new one in a foraging task

[39��]. Moreover, the signal gain was inversely pro-

portional to search costs (Figure 3e–g).

If ACC is a mechanism for valuation and promotion of

behavioural change and search then this may explain a

number of findings. The action-reward learning tasks that

are impaired by ACC lesions [32,33] typically involve

alternation between actions but no informative stimuli.

Repetitive selection of an action interleaved with periods

of exploration of alternative actions may be just the sort of

behaviour that is normally under the control of a foraging

system. It may explain why, despite neuroimaging find-

ings, it has proven difficult to identify response conflict or

value comparison neurons in ACC [31��,40,41��] but why

ACC activity is prominent when monkeys explore a new

situation [42]. It may also explain why ACC encodes

counterfactual feedback — information that is given

about what consequences a choice would have had had

it been taken — which can also promote behavioural

change [43�,44] and some features of ACC activity in

dual-task experiments [45].

In human imaging experiments it is not just ACC that is

implicated in foraging but also anterior prefrontal cortex

(aPFC). Differences in the signals carried by aPFC and

ACC are beginning to emerge [24,43�] (Figure 4a–d).

While aPFC also encodes information about alternative

courses of action it does so in a different way to ACC;

instead of representing the average value of alternative

options it represents the value of the best alternative

option. Moreover, while the coding of value in ACC

occurs in a fixed framework (there is always a positive

relationship between activity and the value of searching

regardless of the choice taken) by contrast aPFC encod-

ing is more flexible. At the instant that a new course of

action is about to be pursued aPFC activity is already

encoding the value of the best alternative to the new

course of action. Whether a region similar to aPFC exists

in other primates is unclear; human aPFC is near the

frontal pole but it has a pattern of connectivity with
ng than foraging (a, b), an ACC region is more active during foraging than

ngaging with particular options or searching for better alternatives ACC

with the encounter value regardless of whether subjects choose to stick

he search cost is also represented when subjects choose to search. By

lue, when it is chosen but there is no representation of search values or

ACC in monkeys also indicate a role in foraging. Outcome-related activity

an example neuron (e) and, on average, the gain of the outcome-related

e patch (f). The rate of gain was a function of the search costs that were

relating time spent foraging in a patch with firing rate and it can be seen

ravel to a new patch [39��].
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Figure 4
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An aPFC region (a) encodes the value of switching to the best alternative action [43�]. BOLD activity is positively correlated with the value of switching

to the best alternative or currently unchosen action but it is negatively correlated with the value of the option that is being chosen and with value of the

worst possible alternative (b). One interpretation of such a signal is that it is representing the value of switching to the best alternative course of action

together with the opportunity that would be lost of not taking the action is currently being pursued or the other, worse, alternative. The difference

between the signals encoding the value of switching to the best alternative and the worst alternative varied between subjects and the variation was

related to individual differences in how frequently subjects would go on to the pick the best alternative on the next trial. The correlation between the

BOLD effect (the standardized regression coefficient relating BOLD to the difference in value between the best unchosen action and the worse

unchosen action) and the probability of switching to the best unchosen option on the next trial is shown throughout the trial. The inset shows the

relationship in detail at the time of the peak size of the BOLD effect (note because it is the peak size of the BOLD effect, rather than the correlation

plotted in the main graph, the selection of the scatter plot is unbiased with respect to the correlation analysis). The same region also encodes a

counterfactual prediction error on unchosen options (c). Before feedback there is a positive relationship between BOLD and the prior expectation of

reward for the unchosen option. After the counterfactual feedback is delivered there is a negative relationship between BOLD and the prior expectation

of reward for the unchosen option but a positive relationship between BOLD and counterfactual reward delivery (d). Spike density function of a neuron

in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex encoding a counterfactual or fictive prediction error signal [47] (e). The three columns correspond to trials in which the

top (left column), right (middle column), or left (right column) stimulus position was the winning choice for a monkey to make. The three rows

correspond to the monkey’s actual choice being made to the top position (top row), right position (middle row), left position (bottom row). The neuron’s

activity was greatest when the best outcome would have been delivered for making the ‘top’ response (left hand column) but not when the top

response was actually the one that was made (top left hand corner).

Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2012, 22:946–955 www.sciencedirect.com
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parietal cortex that makes it unlike any frontal polar area

in the monkey [46]. Instead, despite differences in its

gross anatomical position, human aPFC may have fea-

tures that resemble dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in mon-

keys; in monkeys counterfactual outcome-related activity

has been reported in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [47]

but not in the frontal pole [48] (Figure 4e).

Conclusions
In summary, a goods-based account of decision-making

provides a persuasive description of several frontal cor-

tical brain regions as well as of the decisions of greatest

interest to economists. We may not, however, have

evolved to make only such decisions. Other regions such

as aPFC and ACC, that encode the best alternative action

to the one that is currently being taken or the average

richness of the foraging environment, also influence

choice (Figures 1d, 3 and 4). Their existence suggests

that we do not always evaluate every possible choice that

we might pursue in the same way but that there are

representations of particular alternative courses of action

that are especially privileged, such as the best alternative

to what we are now doing, and that sometimes what we do

is simply to decide whether it is better to stay with the

current course of action or if the richness of the environ-

ment suggests that searching elsewhere is merited.
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